**ALL-Ways** handicapping software earned a 9½ rating from Phillips Racing Newsletter, the highest rating they have awarded...ever!

**ALL-Ways** was designed by handicappers for handicappers, not just for computer gurus.

**ALL-Ways** uses a comprehensive set of very powerful handicapping factors covering each horse’s suitability to the distance and surface, current form, class level, ability to handle the probable pace and speed demands of the race and advanced jockey, trainer and pedigree information.

**ALL-Ways** includes handicapping factors that are not in the hands of the general public, giving you an important edge against your competitors.

**ALL-Ways** includes all in one place, the powerful concepts and handicapping factors developed by well known experts such as Tom Brohamer (the Sartin Methodology), Tom Hambleton, William Scott and Bill Quirin.

**ALL-Ways** handicapping is both race type and race track specific, a dream come true for simulcast and on-line account wagering players.

**ALL-Ways**, if you like, lets you design your own handicapping reports. And, you can print and/or view all handicapping reports on screen.

**ALL-Ways** identifies the horses it considers to be contenders and shows you its selections by way of a calculated odds-line for every horse in the race.

**ALL-Ways** looks not only for the potential winning horses, but for place, show and 4th place horses as well.

**ALL-Ways** also looks at the “non contender” horses to see if it can find reasons why a horse may wake up today and score at a nice price.

**ALL-Ways** identifies and ranks the best potential Key-Horse candidates for you to use in your wagers.

**ALL-Ways** ability to handicap first time starters and integrate them in the overall odds-line is absolutely amazing and yields blockbuster payoffs.

**ALL-Ways** has impressive tools to help you plan your wagers including a comprehensive Track Payoff Analysis, a “What if? Wagering Analysis and a complete calculated odds-line compared to the official Morning Line.

**ALL-Ways** will do all the handicapping automatically for you or you can take complete control or anywhere in between. **ALL-Ways** is a powerful handicapping tool to be used by the handicappers in the way that best suits their style of play.

**ALL-Ways** lets you simultaneously handicap a race from three different perspectives, giving you a consensus pick capability. This is particularly powerful for finding win, place, show and 4th place horses and for finding high priced long shots.

**ALL-Ways** includes a comprehensive Gap Analysis capability that measures how well horses perform based on the size (“Gap”) of their advantage for each key handicapping factor. **ALL-Ways** also includes a Gap Deficiency Analysis that shows how performances decline based on a horse’s Gap disadvantage.

**ALL-Ways** lets you create your own personal handicapping angles and then looks at horses in the races you handicap to find those that meet the criteria of your personal angles. You can create these angles automatically using the Angle Assistant and/or you can create them on your own.

**ALL-Ways** includes powerful “situational” handicapping factors such identifying horses that have run a good race against the same pace pressure expected in today’s race, that have run to the par times of today’s race, that made a double move (“V” Pattern) in their last race, that have run a good race at or near the weight they will be carrying today, etc., etc.,etc.

**ALL-Ways** lets you build your own personal Custom Race Card made up of just the races you like to play at just the tracks you like to place, including being able to specify the degree of pace pressure in the races.

**The ALL-Ways Angle Assistant**, new in Version 11, analyzes literally billions (that is billions with a “b”) of handicapping factor combinations to show you the combinations that yield exceptional handicapping and wagering results.

**ALL-Ways** identifies and ranks the best potential Key-Horse candidates for you to use in your wagers.

**The ALL-Ways data file can also be used to print out the wildly popular Ultimate Past Performances at no additional cost.**
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